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Department Financial Report Marine Corps League, Department of West Virginia Hershel “Woody” Williams
Scholarship Foundation: 20 Apr 2016 beginning balance:
$18,729.07 Deposits: $1,500.00 Debits: $2,000.00 Interest: $4.31. 18 May 2016 ending balance: $18,233.38.
Please send all scholarship donations to John Nanny, P.O. Box 2121, Wheeling, WV 26003-0234. Marine
Corps League, Department of West Virginia General Account and Paymaster Report: 20 Apr 2016 statement
beginning balance: $16,036.20. Deposits: $3,625.00 Debits: $489.48. 18 May 2016 statement ending balance:
$19,171..72
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Commandants Message:
Marines, FMF Corpsmen, FMF Chaplains, and Associate members:
I want to thank the members in attendance at our Department Convention in Wheeling,
WV for their support and confidence in granting me the honor to serve as Dept.
Commandant for a second term.
A special thanks to PDC John Nanny and the members of the Jones, Wolin & O’Brian
Detachment 771 for hosting a very enjoyable and productive Dept. Convention. The
MODD Pack Growl on Friday night was one to remember and there was a lot of MCL
business conducted, amended and approved in our business meeting. I guess you had to
be there to truly appreciate that last line.
We want to welcome aboard all newly elected and appointed Dept. and Det. Officers as well as newly appointed
Dept. and Det. Chairman and Committee members. To the Dept. and Det. Officers and Staff that have stayed on
to serve a second tour of duty with their Commandant, I say OOH-RAH!!
As you know our No. 1 goal is membership. First and foremost is the retention of our members as well as
recruiting new members. Our No. 2 goal is educating our members using the Professional Development
Program. The No. 3 goal is to assist and support all Detachment Board members to help them ensure that their proper
administrative, clerical and financial functions are filed and forwarded to the proper place, so their detachment can legally
conduct League business and fundraising activities within their area and their members will be protected under the law.
Marines take care of their own. Watch over each other and your Marine families. Do your best to stay loyal to your oath of
Office and your oath of membership in our League. Please keep our Marines and service men and women in your
thoughts and prayers as they continue to serve in harm’s way.

Semper Fidelis,
Rick Shank
Commandant
Dept. of WV
Marine Corps League
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Resources for the Military Family and Military Supporters

Marines,
I have come across an excellent resource on Veteran relief, services, home repairs and family issues. Good,
positive results.
There are so many resources here that they have an index set up.
Please review and pass on to DSO’s and VAVS as you see the need:
http://www.operationwearehere.com/index.html
Semper Fi,
Mike
R. Michael "Mike" Lynon
DSO, WSGT - MCL Detachment #947
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

2016 Proposed National Bylaws and AP changes
Bylaws
1. Establishes terms where National staff can serve longer except NC, SVC, JVC and JA can serve unlimited
years.
2. Divisions that host the Nat Convention would purchase $1500 in challenge coins for the MCL Foundation
3. Would allow 1/3 of the Nat BOT to be a quorum for emergency or immediate meetings.
4. Would allow Associate members right to vote in internal affairs of detachment but not change what is current
including Bl and BL changes.
5. Listing for implementation of Honorary Active Duty Member.
6. Would change to have all annual dues expire on Aug 31 and change membership fees for new members
joining between 1 Mar and Aug 30 to $10.00 plus $5.00 initiation fees.
7. Upon death of life member, his detachment would continue to receive the PLM interest and not the
department.
Administrative Procedures
1. Change would list in the Chapter the subsidiary organizations and their relationship to the MCL.
2. Would define what is criminal acts against the laws of the US and where these acts would be reported to the
civil authorities and the MCL could still press charges.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Enclosure 3 changes - Uniform code
Allow FMF corpsmen to wear black caduceus on MCL cover
That only MCL ribbons can be worn vice DOD or MCL on specific uniforms
Authorizes American flag as lapel pin.
Authorizes medallion to be worn on all uniforms

1.
2.
3.
4.

Enclosure 4
Authorizes Associate Member of the Year Medallion
75th Anniversary Medal and Ribbon for Pennsylvania
Ceremonial Guard Ribbon authorized only after 13 Aug 2015
Ceremonial Guard Ribbon retroactive to 1 Jan 2010
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Ceremonial Guard Ribbon
There is a new Ceremonial Guard ribbon that was approved during the National Convention last year. The
Ceremonial Guard Ribbon is now authorized for the Detachment, Department and National Commandant to

approve at their respective level. All that is required is that a member must have performed as follows;
Ceremonial Guard Ribbon (See NOTE 1) Ribbon: Thin White, Blue, Red, Blue, Thin White Awarded By:
National, Department, or Detachment Commandant Recommended by: Ceremonial Guard Commander Criteria
for Award: Must participate in 10 events for each award. Events include Color Guard, Funeral/Honor Detail,
Rifle Detail or Marching Squad. Just walking or riding on a float in a parade does not qualify unless it is part of
a specific detail or program such as a Marching Unit. Here is what the presentation certificate might look like:
Ceremonial Guard Ribbon
to
John Wayne
Marine Corps League Leland D. “Crow” Crawford Detachment 956, Department of West Virginia,
presents this Ceremonial Guard Ribbon to you in recognition for your participation as a member of the
Color Guard and Funeral Honor Detail rending military honors and final military tributes for numerous
military veterans in Randolph and surrounding counties in West Virginia during 2015 - 2016.
You are authorized to wear the
Marine Corps League Ceremonial Guard Ribbon

Awarded this 1st day of June 2016
__________________________________________

Commandant, Detachment 956

_________________________

Adjutant, Detachment 956

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Filing Claims for Service Connected Cause of Death - Widows of Veterans
There are many conditions that veterans die from. What makes a difference is whether they pass away from a
service connected or non service connected condition. If a veteran never filed a VA claim for any service
connected condition but dies from one of the presumptive conditions listed for herbicides from Agent Orange or
from the pending presumptive conditions from the contaminated water at Camp Lejeune, the surviving spouse
can file a VA claim listing the presumptive condition as cause of death. In addition, the VA will pay a burial
allowance up to $2000 if the veteran’s death was due to service-connected.
From 1957 to February 1985. it was discovered that two on-base water-supply systems were contaminated with
the volatile organic compounds trichloroethylene (TCE), a metal degreaser, and perchloroethylene (PCE), a dry
cleaning agent. Benzene, vinyl chloride, and other compounds were also found to be contaminating the watersupply systems.
Any Marine who served aboard CLNC during this time frame needs to fill out a form to be registered in the
Camp Lejeune Water Contamination for any further presumptive service connected conditions that will be
approved by the VA.
If you know of any member who died from any of the Agent Orange presumptive conditions and has a
surviving spouse. Please check with her to see if she filed a claim for cause of death. Even if the veteran had not
previously filed for a presumptive condition that ultimately lead to their death, the widow can file a VA claim
for service connected cause of death and request that she be awarded all benefits that she might be entitled to
and that she also be awarded the increased burial benefit of $2000. The surviving spouse has to file to received
any benefits. The VA will not contact the surviving spouse to offer assistance. The spouse must establish
contact to receive any VA assistance. Many surviving spouses are not aware of any benefits they can receive
after their spouse dies. Far too often, additional presumptive conditions are added to a list of service connected
conditions and the spouse is not notified. This has occurred with the ischemic heart condition that is now
presumptive with Agent Orange. Numerous veterans has passed away from heart attacks or conditions related
to their heart years ago and their widows are not aware that they can file a service connected VA claim for cause
of death. The same thing can happen with the Camp Lejeune water contamination as a list is still be formed and
waiting approval. The widow can file now and her claim will be held pending development. A letter from the
attending physician expressing an opinion whether the cause of death was or was not due to the water
contamination and of herbicides would help clarify and support the claim.

Marines, please be aware of any surviving spouses that might live in your area and keep them informed of any
benefits that they might be eligible to as they usually have no knowledge. If ever in doubt have them contact
the nearest VA Office or offer to take them there.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Vet Toxic Exposure - Camp Lejeune Water Contamination- VA to Accept Claims
The Veterans Affairs Department has determined that eight medical conditions are linked to service at Camp
Lejeune, N.C. from 1953 to 1987, and veterans with these diseases who were stationed at the sprawling Marine
Corps base are eligible for disability compensation. VA officials said 19 MAY that these eight diseases that have
been determined to be service-connected to consuming contaminated drinking water at the base: kidney cancer,
liver cancer, non-Hodgkin lymphoma, leukemia, multiple myeloma, scleroderma, Parkinson's disease and
aplastic anemia or other myelodysplastic syndromes.
VA Secretary Robert McDonald said research by health experts at the Veterans Health Administration and the
Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry, an arm of the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention,
indicated that the risk of developing these illnesses is elevated by exposure to contaminants found in the water,
including perchloroethylene, trichlorotheylene, benzene and other volatile organic compounds. "The water at
Camp Lejeune was a hidden hazard, and it is only years later that we know how dangerous it was," McDonald
said. "We thank ATSDR for the thorough review that provided much of the evidence we needed to fully
compensate veterans who develop one of the conditions known to be related to exposure to the compounds in
the drinking water."
Nearly a million people, including troops, family members and civilian employees working at Camp Lejeune
from the 1950s through the 1980s were exposed to these chemicals and other cancer-causing agents in the base's
drinking water, supplied by two water treatment facilities polluted by dry cleaning compounds, leaking
underground storage tanks, industrial spills and poor disposal practices. The VA has provided health care or
reimbursement for medical costs for veterans who served at Camp Lejeune at least 30 days during the affected
period or family members with 15 illnesses related to exposure to water contaminated by solvents and fuels, but
it had not awarded "presumptive status" to any condition until now.
The changes will take effect after VA publishes regulations regarding these presumptions, and will apply to
new disability claims. Veterans who have previously been denied on such claims may seek to be re-evaluated.
Also, any pending claims that might be denied under current regulations will be placed on hold until the VA
issues its final rules, according to a department press release. The bedrock eligibility rules will be that veterans
must have one of the eight specified conditions and must have served at Camp Lejeune between Aug. 1, 1953,
and Dec. 31, 1987. The new rules also will expand eligibility to reserve and National Guard members who
served at Camp Lejeune for any length of time during that period.
A VA spokeswoman said compensation awarded as a result of the proposed regulations, if adopted, will "be
effective no earlier than the date the final rule is published." Veterans have expressed frustration over the low
rate of claims approvals for illnesses related to the Camp Lejeune water. Hundreds of veterans attended a
meeting of the Camp Lejeune Community Assistance Panel on Dec. 5 in Tampa to express frustration with the
VA's handling of claims and plead with VA officials to improve the process. Paul Maslow, a veteran who walks
with a cane and said he has inoperable tumors on his spine and elsewhere, said he and thousands of former
troops need assistance. "You are not helping us, you are hurting us," Maslow told VA officials attending the
meeting. "And the more you delay, the more of us ... are going to die."
Two senators who pressed VA to change its policies regarding benefits for Camp Lejeune veterans said
Thursday they applaud the VA's decision, calling it a "victory for those who have suffered." "The VA has
conceded that it will no longer deny disability benefits to Camp Lejeune victims based on ridiculous scientific
claims,” Sen. Richard Burr, (R-NC) said. "VA is finally granting some justice to veterans who were exposed to
contaminated drinking water while assigned to Camp Lejeune,” said Sen. Thom Tillis (R-NC). "The victims of
this tragedy have waited far too long to receive disability benefits."
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Project SHAD
Secret biological and chemical warfare tests conducted on U.S. Navy ships in the 1960s do not appear to have
affected the health of participating sailors and Marines, according to a report released earlier this month. The
Institute of Medicine study found that troops who took part in Project Shipboard Hazard and Defense, or

SHAD, which was part of a larger chem-bio program known as Project 112, had no significant difference in
mortality rates or diseases than veterans of comparable age or time in service. However, the researchers noted,
the study was limited by data availability as well as the passage of time and passing of veterans. Much of the
measurement readings and information on the concentrations of contaminants still remain classified, and many
Project SHAD veterans are in their 70s and 80s or have passed away, according to the report, published by the
non-profit Institute of Medicine, a division of the National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine.
Project SHAD was designed to study ship vulnerability to chemical and biological warfare and develop shipboard procedures to respond to such an attack. More than 5,900 sailors and Marines participated in the tests.
Most of them were unaware of the nature of the experiments, which spanned nearly a decade and involved
spraying biological agents, simulated agents, tracers and even mosquitoes on ships and their crews and then
decontaminating them with a sporicide that is a known carcinogen. The tests remained secret until the late
1990s, when veterans began seeking health care and disability compensation for illnesses they believed were
related to the experiments. The Defense Department released fact sheets on the tests in the early 2000s but still
has not declassified much of the related material.
Veterans Affairs Department studies and a 2007 Institute of Medicine report found no evidence of increased
incidents of disease among Project SHAD veterans, with the exception of a higher risk of heart disease among
sailors who served on the general yard auxiliary ship George Eastman. But SHAD participants and lawmakers
challenged the methodology of the study and in 2010, Congress ordered another Institute of Medicine review.
The most recent report found there is no increased risk of any disease for the studied veterans, including the
George Eastman crew. David Tollerud, an environmental health sciences professor at the University of
Louisville who chaired the most recent SHAD review committee, said the members recognize the limitations of
studies that look at a population over time, adding that the report’s negative findings ‘cannot unequivocally rule
out some potential effect from the SHAD testing.’
“However within the limits of the data available, the results of the analysis provide no evidence that the health
of SHAD veterans is significantly different from that of similar veterans,” Tollerud wrote. Retired Navy Lt.
Cmdr. Jack Alderson served as commodore for five Army tug boats that participated in Project SHAD. He has
had multiple melanomas, open heart surgery, prostate cancer and allergies and respiratory issues he said began
after he received Project SHAD-related vaccines. Now 83, he continues to advocate for participating veterans
and said he takes issue with the IOM’s most recent findings. “They didn’t take into account any of the sailors
who died before 1979 and they didn’t look at our medical records, because they can’t find them,” Alderson said.
“When we first went to the VA for medical care, many of us were turned away. No one believed that the
government would do that to its service members,” he added.
Project 112 was a series of experiments designed to test the military's readiness against biological and chemical
attack. It involved all branches of the service, with the maritime portion dubbed Project SHAD. The ship-board
tests took place in the North Atlantic, open water of the Pacific Ocean and Marshall Islands, Hawaii, Puerto
Rico and the California coast. Alderson remembers military aircraft spraying a variety of substances over the
tugs, later identified as E. coli, Coxiella burnetii, an organism that causes Q fever, and Bacillus globigii, a
microbe used as an anthrax simulant. Some tests involved barges of rhesus monkeys, which were sprayed with
sarin nerve gas and VX, an extremely toxic nerve agent.
Jack Barry served in the Army chemical corps for five years and later worked as a biological test officer for the
Department of Defense on Project 112/Project SHAD. He believes that participating troops were not exposed to
actual chemical or biological weapons but added that they did come into contact with stimulants and
decontaminants that are known to cause illness. Barry said the most recent IOM report does not take into
account the psychological impact of having participated in the tests. "It says nothing about post-traumatic stress
disorder from having participated and having lifelong worries about your health," Barry said. “What’s so
baffling to me is there were so relatively few sailors involved. I don’t know why VA just doesn't give them the
benefit of the doubt and award health benefits and disability compensation."
VA provides health care to Project 112/Project SHAD veterans but they do not have any special priority in the
tiered patient identification system. No diseases are considered to be presumptive for disability compensation

related to Project SHAD; all veterans claims for Project 112/Project SHAD are decided on a case-by-case basis.
Rep. Mike Thompson (D-CA) has pressed for transparency on Project 112/Project SHAD since he was voted
into office in 1999. The congressman, who pressured the Defense Department to release information about the
secret experiments, said he will continue to advocate for veterans of the tests despite the most recent report
findings. “The DoD has admitted that it tested harmful chemical and biological agents by spraying them on
ships and sailors, exposing them without their knowledge to some of the most deadly chemicals on Earth: VX
nerve gas, Sarin nerve gas and E. Coli,”
Thompson wrote in an email to Military Times. "Our country owes it to those still living to make sure they get
the treatments and benefits they have earned.” The number of Project SHAD veterans continues to dwindle, but
Alderson said he will not stop fighting for shipmates who have chronic pain, respiratory and cerebrovascular
diseases. “Nowadays, even though almost all of us have health care, some still have to make co-payments for
service-connected conditions, and others deserve disability payments,” Alderson said. “If they aren’t going to
take care of us, at least they could acknowledge our service to the country
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Vet Suicide - Current VA Initiatives
VA’s basic strategy for suicide prevention requires ready access to high quality mental health (and other health
care) services supplemented by programs designed to help individuals and families engage in care and to
address suicide prevention in high-risk patients. Some of the initiatives that have proven to be very effective
include: 24/7 Veterans Crisis Line (VCL). Veterans call the national suicide prevention hotline number, 1-800273-TALK and then “Press 1” to reach highly skilled responders trained in suicide prevention and crisis
intervention. Since the Veterans Crisis Line began in 2007 through June 2015, the VCL has answered over 1.86
million calls from Veterans, family members, friends, and others concerned about a Veteran. The VCL has
initiated the dispatch of emergency services to callers in imminent suicidal crisis over 50,000 times.
Since launching chat in July 2009 and text services in November 2011, the VCL has answered over 240,000 and
39,000 requests for chat and text services respectively. The VCL has provided over 300,000 referrals to a VA
Suicide Prevention Coordinator (SPC) thus ensuring Veterans are connected to local care.
SPC. Each VA Medical Center has a Suicide Prevention Coordinator or team. The coordinators and their teams
ensure that the Veteran receives the appropriate services. Calls from the VCL are referred to the coordinators as
appropriate, who follow up with Veterans and coordinate care.
Screening and assessment. Processes have been set up throughout the system to assist in the identification of
patients at risk for suicide. A chart “flagging” system has been developed to ensure continuity of care and
provide awareness among caregivers.
Enhanced care levels. Patients who have been identified as being at high risk receive an enhanced level of care,
including missed appointment follow-ups, safety planning, follow-up visits and care plans that directly address
their suicidality.
Mental Health professional Access. All patients who are identified as being at possible suicide risk and have
been determined to be safe at the present time are seen within 24 hours by a Mental Health professional,
including those who call the VCL. Patients who are not safe at the present time are immediately admitted o
escorted to a safe facility.
Reporting and tracking. Systems have been established to learn more about Veterans who may be at risk and to
help determine areas for intervention. Continual analysis of reports and VA data has led to three information
letters to the field:
Each of the mental health conditions increases the risk of suicide. However, the effect of Chart diagnoses
associated with Traumatic Brain Injury are associated with increased risks of Some, but not all, chart diagnoses
associated with chronic pain are associated with increased risks
Employee education. Programs such as Operation S.A.V.E. (Signs of Suicidal thinking, Ask the questions,
Verify the experience with the Veteran, and Expedite or Escort to help) and a Web-based clinical training
module that is mandatory for all VHA employees VISNs. There are two centers devoted to research, education

and clinical practice in the area of suicide prevention. VA’s Veterans Integrated Service Network (VISN) 2
Center of Excellence in Canandaigua, New York, develops and tests clinical and public health intervention
strategies for suicide prevention. VA’sVISN 19 Mental Illness Research Education and Clinical Center in
Denver, CO focuses on: 1) clinical conditions and neurobiological underpinnings that can lead to increased
suicide risk; 2) the implementation of interventions aimed at decreasing negative outcomes; and 3) training
future leaders in the area of VA suicide prevention.
Annual Stand Down. Each Mental Health Residential Rehabilitation Treatment Program (MH RRTP) conducts
an annual Stand Down focused on safety and security as part of the Culture of Safety initiative.
During the Stand Down each program suspends program operations and holds meetings and events, inviting
input from program staff, Veterans, and other key stakeholders, for a focused review of current challenges
related to the safety and security needs of Veterans served. The Stand Down provides dedicated time for staff to
address safety and security concerns identified through review of policies, procedures, and practices throughout
their continuum. In addition, the Culture of Safety initiative outlines requirements for S.A.V.E. training for all
Veterans admitted to the MH RRTPs. The Culture of Safety initiative places particular emphasis on some of our
most vulnerable populations, including women Veterans, Veterans at risk for suicide and Veterans diagnosed
with upload dependence.
VA has sponsored annual Suicide Prevention Months to increase awareness of the problem and co-sponsored
three conferences on suicide prevention with the Department of Defense for clinicians in both systems.
VA is sponsoring public service announcements (PSAs), Web sites and display ads designed to inform Veterans
and their family members of VA’s Veterans Crisis Line (1-800-273-8255; press 1). All current
Crisis Line PSAs, display ads, and other information are readily available at www.veteranscrisisline.net
Suicide Prevention Coordinators are required to conduct at least five outreach activities per month in all of their
local communities and are able to provide a Community version of Operation S.A.V.E. to returning Veterans
and family groups, Veterans Service Organizations and other community groups as desired.
Posttraumatic Stress Disorder may be related separately from its co-occurrence with other conditions. suicide,
even after controlling for comorbid mental health conditions. of suicide, even after controlling for comorbid
mental health conditions.
Outreach
Family psycho-educational materials have been developed including information sheets intended to serve as
guides for adults to use when talking with children about a suicide attempt in the family and family Ask, Care,
Escort card.
An outreach video was developed to emphasize the importance of taking precautions at home when a firearm is
present. The video is used by VA Suicide Prevention Coordinators in their community outreach and education
efforts. The primary message of the video is that simple actions can help individuals and families
stay safe, especially during emotional or stressful times, or when someone in the home is in crisis. This video
encourages Veterans, Service members, and their families to make sure guns and ammunition are safely secured
in their home, particularly when someone is experiencing a period of depression or crisis. The video is available
on the Veterans Health Administration You Tube page.
Research
Suicide prevention research is challenging for many reasons. However, scientists are addressing the problem
through epidemiologic studies to identify risk and protective factors, clinical and population interventions, and
biological research examining brain related changes in suicidal patients.
VA has recently developed an analytic model for predicting suicide risk. VA researchers and program officers
are engaged in understanding how this information can inform outreach activities and clinical care.
A recent comprehensive review concluded that intensive education of physicians and restricting access to lethal
means had substantial evidence for preventing suicide.

VA researchers are also engaged in efforts to ensure safety plans are in place for participants in research
including coordination with the Veterans Crisis Line.
Other approaches needing further research include screening programs, media education, and public education.
Structured cognitive therapy approaches for those who are suicidal (or suicide attempters) education of what are
often called community “gatekeepers,” and means of access restriction initiatives (e.g., gun locks, blister
packaging medications) show promise.
VA’s Crisis Line Center receives more than 30 percent of all calls to the National Suicide Crisis Line and
provides one of the only national 24/7 suicide chat services in the world.
VA’s Media Campaign has provided access to the National Suicide Crisis Line number to Americans
nationwide.
Suicide Prevention Coordinator Outreach work has touched many community members as well as VA
employees and employee families.
For more information, Veterans currently enrolled in VA health care can speak with their VA mental health or
health care provider. Other Veterans and interested parties can find a complete list of VA health care facilities,
Vet Centers, their local Suicide Prevention Coordinators, and other resources under the resource section of
www.veteranscrisisline.net or at www.va.gov. Public Health Contribution to Suicide Prevention in America
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Vet Charity Watch - Wounded Warrior Project Scandal
As Wounded Warrior Project battles allegations its former executives violated public trust, they face the real
fear that donations will start to dry up. The organization's once-stellar reputation is under attack, threatening to
undermine the legitimate assistance it provides for tens of thousands of families. Every year, the Florida-based
WWP spends hundreds of millions of dollars to ensure combat wounded service members have access to
cutting-edge prosthetics, innovative rehabilitation programs, supplemental financial support and dozens of other
services that federal agencies can't provide. But its the dollars not getting to veterans that are causing the
problems.
In March, CBS News released a three-part series detailing reckless spending accusations made by several exWWP employees, including exorbitant staff salaries, lavish corporate retreats and hefty bar tabs.
The Daily Beast highlighted whistleblower complaints accusing WWP leadership of selling donors’ personal
information to turn bigger profits while paying for first-class travel and office snacks. A New York Times report
said the group spent thousands more on lawsuits and public relations moves to cover up those allegations.
WWP officials have denied all of the charges, saying they’re both the result of bookkeeping mistakes made the
outside watchdogs and disgruntled former employees looking to settle scores. But families who spoke to
Military Times said that even small cuts in programming funds could have disastrous consequences for them.
Many recipients rely on the charity and Veterans Affairs benefits as their only sources of income and support. In
March, the group’s board released audit results showing what it called inaccuracies in the media reports. "The
organization’s commitment to injured service members, their caregivers and family members remains
steadfast,” officials said at the time. But they paired that release with another announcing the dismissal WWP's
two top executives, CEO Steve Nardizzi and Chief Operating Officer Al Giordano. The only reasoning given by
the board was that the organization “would benefit from new leadership.”
The move panicked beneficiaries and sparked rumors that donors were beginning to turn away from the charity.
On 2 MAY, WWP Chief Program Officer Adam Silva suddenly resigned, adding more concerns. Group officials
have worked to calm those fears, though WWP's interim CEO Charlie Fletcher acknowledged that at least one
major donor has delayed contributions to the group until internal reviews are complete. Over the last five years,
the group’s finances have grown by an annual average of about 27 percent. That capital has allowed the group
to massively expand its reach, not only providing direct aid to veterans and caregivers but also launching
initiatives like the WWP long-term trust. Two years ago, the group set aside about $20 million in the program to
ensure the long-term financial support of roughly 40 families. The program is designed to ensure the means for
severely wounded veterans to live independently, regardless of the charity's future.

Today, WWP alone accounts for about 12 percent of all veterans charity spending in America. That’s a sizable
sum that can’t be replaced by a patchwork of small, volunteer groups, former CEO Nardizzi warns. Most
families connected to the group don’t see that internal structure and strife. What they do see is a direct benefit in
their lives.
The charity has become a major funding pipeline for a number of smaller veterans charities in recent years. In
fiscal 2015, it handed out about $11 million in support to other groups, not including a $21.4 million investment
in their new Warrior Care Network Hospitals project
Interim CEO Charlie Fletcher said he doesn’t want families to worry. The retired Army major general said most
of the first three weeks of his work with WWP has been spent calming families, employees, and donors about
the organization's future. Yes, there will be reorganization and changes, he tells them. No, it won’t mean the end
of the charity. “We’re doing a real review now of investment and return,” he said. “If we’re not getting the sorts
of return in a particular program that we’re seeing elsewhere ... then we have to be critical of ourselves to move
into new programs.
... But there is nothing in our DNA that says we will ever forsake an individual or a group.” Fletcher said that
program operations are continuing on pace. He downplayed concerns about the scandal's long-term effect on
donations. And the group is still focused on getting out its message that the organization has not abused its
funding, but is working to find ways to more efficiently spend that money.
Nardizzi worries that could means a leaner, smaller WWP in years to come, not the aggressive organization he
helped build. “By the end of 2017, we could be looking at an organization that has half the fundraising and is
half the size,” he said. “And that means fewer veterans being helped.” Fletcher said the group is also looking at
building better connections within the veterans community, trying to maximize resources with other partners
who can better deliver certain services or treatments. That could mean fewer WWP offerings but more veterans
receiving help. “At the end of the day, we just want to be part of the solution,” he said. “We don’t want to be on
an island.”
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Military Vehicle Decals - No Longer Required to Access Bases
After years of consideration, the Marine Corps is joining the other military services in eliminating vehicle
decals used to access bases. The decals, which identify vehicles with access to military installations, were once
used broadly throughout the Defense Department. But amid heightened security protocols, the stickers have
become at best irrelevant and at worst a liability for troops and family members. In an administrative message
published 9 MAY,
Maj. Gen. James Laster, director of Marine Corps Staff, said the issue of vehicle decals would stop immediately.
In their place, the message said, base commanders will order vehicle spot checks by law enforcement to ensure
cars comply with registration requirements. In light of 2015 policy updates requiring 100-percent ID card
checks at all Marine Corps base gates, Laster said in the message, “vehicle decals no longer serve a useful
purpose.”
The Marine Corps continued its use of vehicle decals years after the other services did away with them. The Air
Force eliminated the decal requirement in 2007, and the Army and Navy followed suit in 2011. In materials
released in 2007 with its policy change, Air Force officials explained that the DD Form 2220 military decal
system was costly and outdated, providing little information to security officials and potentially endangering
Defense Department personnel by identifying them as potential targets of terror attacks. "We've been putting our
own personnel through a process that simply duplicates state and federal mandatory requirements," Col.
William Sellers, the Air Force chief of force protection and operations for security forces, said in a news release
at the time.
In June 2011, then-commandant Gen. James Amos granted the Marine Corps a waiver to continue using the
decals even after the Navy removed the requirement in order to support “traffic management/enforcement
efforts, vehicle registration requirements, and ... Clean Air Act mandates,” according to the message. But in late
2014, the Defense Department began to issue warnings to troops and military families about the threat of

Islamic State attacks. The Pentagon's Force Protection Agency specifically advised personnel to get rid of
“decals or identifiers from clothing and vehicles” that might indicate military affiliation. In light of these
warnings, the prominently displayed decals appeared to constitute a liability. “"I don't like being targeted and
my husband is always on me about [operational security]," Marine spouse Kristine Schelhaas told Marine Corps
Times in 2014. "... And yet we go and stick these symbols on our car."
The paper reported that the Corps was then in the early stages of changing its policy to get rid of the decals,
thought wasn’t clear how long the process was expected to take. While Marine officials have not announced the
cost savings they expect to realize with the new policy, it could be significant. Navy officials told Navy Times
getting rid of the decals saved the service $750,000 per year. According to Tuesday’s message, bases will
continue “in-depth” security practices utilizing a layered approach that includes traffic barriers, armed law
enforcement officers, military working dogs, and spot checks of vehicles that appear suspicious. “Additional
layers of security inside the perimeter will continue, with a focus on random and fixed security measures and
protection of critical assets and facilities,” the message added.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Military Handbooks - 2016 Editions Available for Downloading
Your 2016 Military and Federal Handbooks are available in both free and paid versions. To access the free
versions click on the following:
http://militaryhandbooks.com/view-military-handbooks/guard-and-reserve-handbook/download
http://www.dnsrsearch.com/index.php?origURL=http%3A//http//militaryhandbooks.com/viewmilitaryhandbooks/veterans-healthcare-handbook/download/&r=&bc=
http://militaryhandbooks.com/view-military-handbooks/after-the-military/download
http://militaryhandbooks.com/view-military-handbooks/us-military-handbook/download
http://militaryhandbooks.com/view-military-handbooks/childrens-scholarship-handbook/download
http://militaryhandbooks.com/view-military-handbooks/benefits-for-veterans-dependents/download
http://militaryhandbooks.com/view-military-handbooks/getting-uncle-sam-to-pay-for-yourcollegedegree/download
http://militaryhandbooks.com/view-military-handbooks/us-military-retired-handbook/download
http://federalhandbooks.com/explore-our-handbooks/federal-travel-handbook/download
http://federalhandbooks.com/explore-our-handbooks/federal-benefits-handbook/download
http://federalhandbooks.com/explore-our-handbooks/federal-retirement-handbook/download
http://federalhandbooks.com/explore-our-handbooks/federal-personnel-handbook/download
http://federalhandbooks.com/explore-our-handbooks/federal-health-benefits-handbook/download
http://federalhandbooks.com/explore-our-handbooks/childrens-scholarship-handbook/download
http://federalhandbooks.com/explore-our-handbooks/long-term-care-handbook/download
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Senior Discount - Accommodations/Activities/Entertainment
Keep this list and send a copy to your senior friends and relatives. Note: YOU must ASK for your discount!
Accommodations
Best Western:
40% off (55+)
Cambria Suites:
20%-30% off (60+)
Waldorf Astoria - NYC: $5,000 off nightly rate for Presidential Suite (55 +)
Clarion Motels:
20%-30% off (60+)
Comfort Inn:
20%-30% off (60+)
Comfort Suites:
20%-30% off (60+)
Econo Lodge:
40% off (60+)
Hampton Inns & Suites: 40% off when booked 72 hours in advance
Holiday Inn:
20-40% off depending on location (62+)
Hyatt Hotels:
25%-50% off (62+)
InterContinental Hotels Group: Various discounts at all hotels (65+)
Mainstay Suites:
10% off with Mature Traveler's Discount (50+); 20%-30% off (60+)
Marriott Hotels:
25% off (62+)

Motel 6:
Stay Free Sunday nights (60+)
Myrtle Beach Resort: 30% off (55 +)
Quality Inn:
40%-50% off (60+)
Rodeway Inn:
20%-30% off (60+)
Sleep Inn:
40% off (60+)
Activities and Entertainment
AMC Theaters:
Up to 30% off (55 +)
Bally Total Fitness:
$100 off memberships (62+)
Busch Gardens Tampa, FL:
$13 off one-day tickets (50 +)
Carmike Cinemas:
35% off (65+)
Cinemark/Century Theaters:
Up to 35% off
Massage Envy - NYC $10 lifetime pass; 50% off additional services including camping (62+)
Regal Cinemas:
50% off Ripley's Believe it or Not: @ off one-day ticket (55 +)
SeaWorld, Orlando , FL :
$3 off one-day tickets (50 +)
Miscellaneous
AT&T:
Great Clips:
Jitterbug:
Supercuts:
Verizon Wireless:

Special Senior Nation 200 Plan $19.99/month (65+)
$8 off haircuts (60+)
$10/month cell phone service (50 +)
$8 off haircuts (60+)
Verizon Nationwide 65 Plus Plan $29.99/month (65+).

Pending Calendar
2016 Department of North Carolina Convention will be June 10-11, 2016 at the Courtyard by Marriott,
Charlotte Gastonia, 1856 Remount Rd, Gastonia, NC 28054, 704-852-4411 or 1-800-891-3766. Room Rate =
$89 +tax, Ask for the Marine Corps League rate. Registration = $10 per person, Lunch = $8 per person. Lunch
will be Honey Baked Ham Cafe catering ham, roast beef or turkey box lunches. Banquet = $30 per person,
Banquet will be a choice of Grilled Chicken Fillet, Ham, or Roast Beef., Friday night will be hotdogs / pizza /
pick ups., Water, soda and tea will be available. ALL activities will be at the hotel.
2016 Mideast Division Conference will be June 24-26, 2016 at the Wilmington- Christinia Hilton, 100
Continental Drive, Newark DE 19713. Telephone; 302 781 7049. It is conveniently located off I-95 exit 4B.
Room rate is $124.99 a night and includes full breakfast buffet. Banquet is $34.00.
Note : The Mideast Division Annual Conference, hosted by the Department of Delaware, is scheduled for 2426 June 2016 at the Hilton Wilmington/Christiana, 100 Continental Dr., Newark, DE 19713. The hotel is
conveniently located off I-95, Exit 4B. Guestrooms are $124.99 per night and include two (2) full breakfasts
per room daily (omelets made-to-order). The two entrée banquet will be held in the Hilton Grand Ballroom. A
few unique destinations nearby include Delaware Park Raceway & Casino, Longwood Gardens, Delaware
Museum of Natural History, and for shopping — the Christiana Mall and The Colonade - featuring Cabela’s.
Of course, Delaware has no sales tax making shopping much more affordable. Reservations may be made by
calling the hotel directly at 800.348.3133, or 302.454.1500. Also, see their website at http://hiltonestate.com.
To have your name tag printed and packet prepared prior to your arrival, you must be pre-registered by
27 May 2016. Please make your check payable to “Mideast Division Conference,” and mail it and your
completed registration to: Jack Flood, Jr., MCL Dept. of DE Adjutant, 5 Canvasback Circle, Bridgeville, DE
19933.
2016 MCL National Convention will be August 7-13, 2016 at the Hyatt Regency, 100 East 2nd St, Tulsa,
Oklahoma. Tele: 918-234-1234, contact reservations: 1-888-591-1234. after August 17, 2015. room rate:
$91.00 plus tax for total $103.30. Free WiFi, Pets allowed, Breakfast available ( Self parking , There is no RV
parking and Good Sam’s RV park is about 7 miles.
Note: Overflow Hotel 8 - 12 August 2016 Courtyard by Marriott - Tulsa Downtown 415 South Boston
Avenue, Tulsa, OK (800) 721-7033 or (918) 508-7400 Online reservations Rate $107.00 per night (plus tax)
Standard King or Double Queen includes valet parking and breakfast Group code is MCL
2016 Department of WV Quarterly Meeting will be September 10, 2016 hosted by Danny M. Greene
Detachment 577 in Logan, WV at the old Henlawson Grade School & Vet Center.
2016 Modern Day Marine Expo will be Sept 27-29, 2016 at MCB, Quantico, VA
2017 MCL National Convention will be August 2017 at the Sheraton Overland Park at the Convention Center,
6100 College Boulevard, Overland Park, KS, 66211. Book By Phone: 1-800-628-8491 Room rate: $115.00
with 18% tax, free parking, free breakfast and free wifi.

Letter from Department Commandant Rick Shank
I am addressing the current suspension of Marine James M. Francis from Wood County Detachment 1087 and
shedding some light on the proper procedures of suspension in the MCL.
Thank you.
Semper Fi,
Rick Shank
Commandant
Dept. of WV MCL
304-633-1814

